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Abstract
Multi-level deterministically synchronized sequential processes, or (DS)∗SP, is a recursively
de4ned modular class of systems. Under interleaving semantics (DS)∗SP generalizes free choice
(Hack, Master’s Thesis, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA, 1972), equal con<ict (Teruel and Silva,
Theoret. Comput. Sci. 153 (1–2) (1996) 271–300), or DSSP (Recalde et al., IEEE Trans.
Robotics Automat. 14(2) (1998) 267–277). Many important results of these subclasses hold
also for (DS)∗SP. Among them the existence of a polynomial time necessary and su?cient
condition for the existence of a live and bounded marking. The extension to (DS)∗SP of results
that were known for more restricted subclasses, their interpretation from other points of view,
and the realization of what is lost, help to understand which requirements are at the heart of
these properties. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The expressive power of Petri nets, the possibilities they oBer to model complex
systems, is at the same time responsible for the di?culty that the analysis of Petri
nets in general poses. In many formalisms (e.g., in diBerential equations) a typical
approach, in order to gain some more analytic power, consists in making a compromise,
restricting its descriptive power concentrating on some subclasses of models (e.g., linear
diBerential equations). In the case of P=T nets this means limiting the interplay between
con<icts and synchronizations. Within P=T this is what is done, for instance, in classes
such as free choice [3, 2] or equal con<ict [15] systems.
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Many practical systems are composed of several agents that cooperate using a
production=consumption schema and compete for resources. The cooperation corre-
sponds to the process plan=control -ow diagram: each agent in the system produces=
transforms some raw material=input data that are consumed by other(s) in some pre-
scribed fashion to obtain the 4nal products=output data.
A class of modular systems in which competition is not allowed is the class of
deterministically synchronized sequential processes (DSSP) (see [9], [13, 12], [8] for
successive generalizations) in which the agents are sequential processes. If an interleav-
ing semantics is considered, the class of DSSP generalizes equal con<ict systems [15],
which is a generalization of free choice systems [3, 2]. In [8] it has been shown that
DSSP enjoy strong analytical results such as equivalence of local fairness and impar-
tiality, existence of home states, liveness monotonicity w.r.t. the marking of the buBers,
equivalence of liveness and deadlock-freeness, or absence of spurious deadlocks.
Here, we will consider a generalization of DSSP obtained applying its basic build-
ing principle in a recursive way, i.e., agents can be sequential processes, DSSP, or
more complex systems de4ned this way. The class thus obtained is called multi-level
deterministically synchronized sequential processes, (DS)∗SP. In [7] a class was anal-
ogously de4ned starting with equal con<ict systems instead of sequential processes as
the basic modules, and called (SC)∗ECS. Since equal con<ict systems can be seen as
DSSP under interleaving semantics, both de4nitions can be considered equivalent if
only sequential observations are relevant.
The use of more general agents than the sequential processes of DSSP increases the
descriptive power of the class. In particular, it allows the modeling of some restricted
kind of competition. On the other hand, some properties (e.g., liveness monotonicity
w.r.t. the marking, or absence of spurious deadlocks) are lost when the agents are
thus generalized. However, most of the structural properties are preserved. We will
concentrate here in the analysis of liveness and boundedness, obtaining a polynomial
time characterization for the existence of one such marking.
In the study of these systems we will consider not only the <at net, re<ecting
the causality relationships among events, but also the building process of the global
model, as in process algebra-based approaches. From the analytical point of view, the
idea is to use properties of the agents in the analysis of the complete model. For
instance, when looking for su?cient conditions for the existence of a live and bounded
marking, we will assume that for each module a marking exists that makes it live
and bounded. Thus, many properties will be proved in a recursive way. (At the end
we will see that this does not pose a restriction for (DS)∗SP, since a system cannot
be lively and boundedly marked unless each module can be lively and boundedly
marked.)
The building process will also be the base to de4ne a coarse view of this kind of
nets. The idea is to replace agents by transitions, and put symbolic weights on the arcs
that “summarize” the internal behavior of the agents. We will see that this coarse net
not only provides a compact view,“looking similar” to the original net, but that this
similarity is re<ected on the closeness of their properties.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Some basic concepts and prop-
erties of P=T nets are recalled in Section 2. In Section 3 the class of systems under
study is formally de4ned, as a recursive extension of the de4nition of DSSP. Notions
as levels (of a view) of a net or recursive ful1llment of properties are also introduced.
Two partial views of a net, allocations (which consist on solving the equal con<icts in
a certain 4xed way) and 1-constrained subnets (de4ned by taking one input buBer per
module) are considered in Section 4. Allocations are related to minimal T-semi<ows
and 1-constrained subnets are related to minimal P-semi<ows. They are useful to deduce
properties of the model from properties of the modules. Section 5 uses the knowledge
obtained in the previous section to study liveness and boundedness. Three main results
are proved: the equivalence of liveness and deadlock-freeness in bounded strongly
connected systems, a polynomial time characterization for the existence of a live and
bounded marking, and the equivalence under liveness of boundedness and structural
boundedness. Finally, in Section 6 a coarse view of the nets in the class is presented,
giving also results that relate the properties of a net and its coarse. To make the reading
easier, some of the proofs have been moved to an appendix.
2. Preliminaries and notation
The reader is assumed to be familiar with Petri net theory (see [5, 4] for an intro-
duction). We recall here the basic concepts and introduce some preliminary results,
together with the notation to be used. For the sake of readability, whenever a net or
system is de4ned it “inherits” the de4nition of all the characteristic sets, functions,
parameters,: : : with names conveniently marked.
We denote a P=T net as N= 〈P; T;Pre;Post〉, where P and T are the sets of places
and transitions, and Pre and Post are the |P| × |T | sized, natural valued, incidence
matrices. For instance, Post[p; t] =w means that there is an arc from t to p with
weight (or multiplicity) w. When all weights are one, the net is ordinary. For pre-
and postsets we use the conventional dot notation, e.g., •t= {p∈P |Pre[p; t] = 0}.
If N′ is the subnet of N de4ned by P′⊆P and T ′⊆T , then Pre′=Pre[P′; T ′] and
Post′=Post[P′; T ′]. Subnets de4ned by a subset of places (transitions), with all their
adjacent transitions (places) are called P- (T-) subnets.
A marking is a |P| sized, natural valued, vector. A P=T system is a pair S= 〈N;m0〉,
where m0 is the initial marking. A transition t is enabled at m iB m¿Pre[P; t]; its
4ring yields a new marking m′=m+C[P; t], where C=Post−Pre is the token--ow
matrix of the net. This fact is denoted by m t→ m′. An occurrence sequence from m is
a sequence of transitions 	= t1 · · · tk · · · such that m t1→ m1 · · ·mk−1 tk→ · · ·. The set of
all the reachable markings, or reachability set, from m, is denoted by RS(N;m). The
reachability relation is conventionally represented by a reachability graph RG(N;m)
where the nodes are the reachable markings and there is an arc labeled t from node
m′ to m′′ iB m′ t→ m′′.
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We consider a con<ict as the situation where not all that is enabled can occur at
once. For this it is necessary that •t ∩ •t′ = ∅, i.e., t and t′ are in str. con-ict relation.
When Pre[P; t] =Pre[P; t′] = 0, t and t′ are in equal con-ict (EQ) relation, meaning
that they are both enabled whenever one is. This is an equivalence relation on the set
of transitions and each equivalence class is an equal con<ict set denoted, for a given
t, EQS(t). This notation is extended to sets, and for any set of transitions T ′⊆T we
will denote by EQS(T ′)=
⋃
t∈T ′ EQS(t). SEQS is the set of all the equal con<ict sets
of a given net. We will call trivial EQ sets to those formed by a unique transition.
A P=T system is bounded (B) when every place is bounded, i.e., its token content is
less than some bound at every reachable marking. It is live (L) when every transition is
live, i.e., it can ultimately occur from every reachable marking, and it is deadlock-free
when every reachable marking enables some transition. Boundedness precludes over-
<ows and liveness ensures that no single action in the system can become unattainable.
A netN is str. bounded (SB) when 〈N;m0〉 is bounded for every m0, and it is str. live
(SL) when a marking m0 exists such that 〈N;m0〉 is live. Consequently if a net N
is SL&SB there exists some marking m0 such that 〈N;m0〉 is L&B. In such a case
non-L&B is exclusively imputable to the marking. Notice that, in general, SL&SB is
not necessary for L&B although it happens to be in some selected subclasses.
Given 	 such that m 	→ m′, and denoting by  the 4ring count vector of 	, then
m′=m + C · , where ∈N|T |, m∈N|P|. This is known as the state equation of S.
Integer solutions to the state equation that do not correspond to reachable markings
are called spurious solutions. Spurious deadlocks are spurious solutions of the state
equation at which no transition is enabled.
Annullers of C play an important role in structure theory. Flows (semi-ows) are in-
teger (natural) annullers of C. Right and left annullers are called T- and P-(semi)<ows,
respectively. We call a semi<ow v minimal when its support 2 is not a proper superset
of the support of any other, and the greatest common divisor of its elements is one.
Flows are important because they induce certain invariant relations which are useful
for reasoning on the behavior (e.g. if y¿0 and y · C= 0 then every m∈RS(N;m0)
satis4es y · m= y · m0): Actually, several structural properties are de4ned in terms of
the existence of certain annullers, or similar vectors. N is str. bounded iB y¿0 exists
such that y ·C60. When y ·C= 0 the net is said to be conservative. The dual property
of str. boundedness is str. repetitiveness: N is str. repetitive iB x¿0 exists such that
C · x¿0. When C · x= 0 the net is said to be consistent.
A couple of basic properties of T-semi<ows that we will use are:
Proposition 1. Let N be a P=T net and x a T-semi-ow of N.
(1) If t ∈‖x‖; then for all p∈ t•; p• ∩‖x‖ = ∅; and for all p′ ∈ •t; •p′ ∩‖x‖ = ∅.
(2) If x is minimal; then there is no other minimal T-semi-ow of N; x′; such that
‖x‖= ‖x′‖.
2 The set of the non-zero components of vector v; ‖v‖.
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The next proposition can be easily deduced from Theorem 3.1 in [10]. It states that
in a bounded system the 4ring count vector of any sequence can be seen as a linear
combination of T-semi<ows plus a remainder that is bounded.
Proposition 2 (Boundedness of non-repetitive subsequences). Let S be a bounded
system and {x1; : : : ; xm} its minimal T-semi-ows. Then ∈N exists such that for ev-
ery 1ring sequence; 	; its 1ring count vector can be decomposed as =
∑m
i=1 ixi+0;
with i ∈N and 06 · 1.
Typically, many subclasses are de4ned by restricting=eliminating the interleaving
between choices and synchronizations. Among them:
Denition 3 (P=T net subclasses).
• State machines (SM) are ordinary P=T nets where each transition has one input and
one output place, i.e., ∀t |•t|= |t•|=1.
• Marked graphs (MG) [1] are ordinary P=T nets where each place has one input and
one output transition, i.e., ∀p |•p|= |p•|=1.
• Join free (JF) nets are P=T nets in which each transition has at most one input place,
i.e., ∀t ∈T; |•t|61).
• Choice free (CF) nets [14] are P=T nets in which each place has at most one output
transition, i.e., ∀p |p•|61.
• Free choice (FC) nets [3, 2] are ordinary P=T nets in which con<icts are always
equal, i.e., ∀t; t′, if •t ∩ •t′ = ∅, then •t= •t′.
• Equal con<ict (EQ) nets [15] are the weighted generalization of (extended) free
choice nets, i.e., if •t ∩ •t′ = ∅, then Pre[P; t] =Pre[P; t′].
SM are JF nets, while MG are CF nets. FC includes SM and MG, and EQ includes
CF and FC, but not JF (the weights of the arcs in a con<ict may be diBerent).
3. (DS)∗SP, a modular and multi-level class
Deterministically synchronized sequential processes (DSSP) is a modular subclass
of Petri nets that largely generalizes marked graphs for the modeling of the cooperation
schema, in particular by allowing attributions, limited con<icts, and batch movements
[8]. By modular we emphasize that their de4nition is oriented to a bottom-up mod-
eling methodology or structured view: individual (sequential) agents, or modules, in
the system are identi4ed and modeled independently by means of live and safe SM
(strongly connected SM marked with one token; places represent the possible states,
and the current state is indicated by the unique token), and the global model is obtained
synchronizing these modules by restricted asynchronous message passing through a set
of places, the bu7ers. The modules cannot compete for resources. In order to facilitate
a DSSP-view of the models, in drawings we shall indicate that a place is a buBer by
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Fig. 1. Two non-DSSP systems that model competition.
a double circle. This introduces a convenient distinction of active and passive com-
ponents in the system, that parallels the distinction of processes=stations (machines,
transport, etc.) and databases=storage. Nevertheless, it must be clear that buBers are
“normal” places form a P=T point of view.
Denition 4. A P=T system 〈P; T;Pre;Post;m0〉 is a deterministically synchronized
sequential processes (DSSP) system (or simply a DSSP) when P is the disjoint union
of P1; : : : ; Pn, and B, T is the disjoint union of T1; : : : ; Tn, and the following holds:
(1) For every i∈{1; : : : ; n}, let Ni = 〈Pi; Ti;Pre[Pi; Ti];Post[Pi; Ti]〉. Then, 〈Ni ;
m0[Pi]〉 is a live and safe state machine.
(2) For every i; j∈{1; : : : ; n} if i = j then Pre[Pi; Tj] =Post[Pi; Tj] = 0.
(3) For each buBer b∈B:
(a) dest(b)∈{1; : : : ; n} exists such that b•⊆Tdest(b)
(b) The equal con<ict sets of the modules are preserved by the buBers, i.e., if
t; t′ ∈p•, where p∈Pdest(b), then Pre[b; t] =Pre[b; t′].
A DSSP net is the net of a DSSP (system). A DSSP marking is a marking for a
DSSP net that respects the monomarkedness of the state machines.
The condition that modules cannot compete is translated into the two restrictions
on buBers in the de4nition of the class: a buBer cannot be input of more than one
module (i.e., it is destination private) (3a), and buBers cannot have an eBect on the
resolution of the modules’ internal con<icts (3b). Fig. 1 shows how the violation of
any of these restrictions allows the modeling of competition: In the system on the left
the agents compete for the token in the “buBer” with two destinations; in the system
on the right the “agent” in the middle acts as a monitor for a resource, granting access
upon request to the competing agents at both sides.
Assuming that only sequential observations are relevant (i.e., under interleaving se-
mantics), DSSP can be naturally seen as a generalization of CF nets [14]). Agents
correspond to transitions, buBers to places, and competition among agents is not al-
lowed. In principle, it may seem that DSSP are not comparable to EQ systems [15].
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Fig. 2. Simulation of equal con<ict systems by DSSP.
However, a simple transformation allows to represent any EQ system as a DSSP.
The construction is simple (see Fig. 2): add self-loop places marked with one token
around each equal con<ict set. These self-loop places (with their adjacent transitions)
are the sequential agents, and the original places of the equal con<ict system act as
buBers. Therefore, under interleaving semantics, DSSP are a strict generalization of
equal con<ict systems.
The class of DSSP can be generalized if the construction process is applied re-
cursively: take several DSSP as agents and synchronize them through buBers in a
DSSP-fashion. The resulting net, that might well not be a DSSP, can be considered as
an agent in a further interconnection with other agents, etc. Doing so, a multi-level syn-
chronization structure is built: the obtained system is composed of several agents that
are coupled through buBers; these agents may also be a set of synchronized agents, etc.
The class of systems thus obtained is called multi-level deterministically synchronized
sequential processes, (DS)∗SP. This naturally corresponds to systems with diBerent
levels of coupling: low level agents are tightly coupled to form an agent in a higher
level, which is coupled with other agents, and so on.
Denition 5. S= 〈P; T;Pre;Post;m0〉 is a (DS)∗SP iB it is a live and safe SM or P
is the disjoint union of P1; : : : ; Pn and B; T is the disjoint union of T1; : : : ; Tn, and:
(1) For every i∈{1; : : : ; n}, let Ni = 〈Pi; Ti;Pre[Pi; Ti];Post[Pi; Ti]〉. Then, 〈Ni ;m0
[Pi]〉 is a strongly connected (DS)∗SP.
(2) For every i; j∈{1; : : : ; n} if i = j then Pre[Pi; Tj] =Post[Pi; Tj] = 0.
(3) For each buBer b∈B:
(a) dest(b)∈{1; : : : ; n} exists such that b•⊆Tdest(b)
(b) The equal con<ict sets of the modules are preserved by the buBers, i.e., if
t; t′ ∈p•, where p∈Pdest(b), then Pre[b; t] =Pre[b; t′].
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Fig. 3. An example of a (DS)∗SP net.
If N= 〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉, given x∈
⋃n
i=1(Pi ∪Ti), I(x) de-
notes the index of the subnet it belongs to, i.e., x∈PI(x) ∪TI(x).
A (DS)∗SP net is the net of a (DS)∗SP (system). A (DS)∗SP marking is a marking
for a (DS)∗SP net that respects the monomarkedness of the state machines.
For instance, the system in Fig. 3 is composed of two modules, N1 and N2, (the
nets enclosed by the dashed line) that communicate through two buBers, b1 and b2.
Each module (DSSP in this case) is composed of three submodules (SM) and several
buBers: N1 is composed of N11;N12 and N13, that communicate through 4ve buBers,
b11; b12; b13; b14, and b15, while N2 is composed of, N21;N22 and N23, and three
buBers, b21; b22 and b23. The communication among modules at a certain level is
limited to cooperation, i.e., modules cannot compete for resources. However, there is
no restriction about several submodules (modules of a lower level) being output of a
buBer of an upper level, as long as this does not aBect to decisions that were free
inside the submodules. See, for instance, that b1 is input of N21 and N22 and b2 is
input of N11 and N13. This allows to model competition inside the modules. In the
example t212 and t224 are in str. con<ict relation.
Two forms of con<ict can be modeled with (DS)∗SP. On the one hand, within the
basic SM modules, we may have free con-icts. On the other, since buBers can be input
of several transitions within a module, there is a sort of competition between these
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Fig. 4. A live (DS)∗SP that becomes non live if a token is added to b11 (a deadlock is reached by 4ring
t21; t121; t111; t112, and t111).
Fig. 5. A live (DS)∗SP with spurious deadlocks.
transitions for the tokens in the buBers, specially if they belong to diBerent submodules.
It is a weak competition because the “competing” transitions are somehow synchronized
by the interconnection within their module. In this sense it can be said that the behavior
of one submodule cannot be conditioned by decisions of the others but only, possibly,
delayed. This kind of competition is not possible in DSSP, due to the monomarkedness
of the SM. With respect to cooperation, among the modules at a certain level there is
cooperation, but not competition, because of the restrictions imposed on the buBers. In
particular, the modules at the top level just cooperate to complete a common task.
Some properties of DSSP (with monomarked SM) do not hold for (DS)∗SP. For
instance, in DSSP liveness is monotonic w.r.t. the marking of the buBers [8], i.e.,
liveness is preserved if the marking of the buBers is increased. On the contrary, the
live (DS)∗SP in Fig. 4 becomes non-live if a token is added to the marking of b11
(4ring t21t121t111t112t111 a deadlock is reached). As another example, live and bounded
DSSP do not have spurious deadlocks [8] but they may exist in live and bounded
(DS)∗SP. Observe for instance, the system in Fig. 5. Two processes use the resources
of two buBers (b1 and b2), and two “internal” buBers (b11 and b12) impose a fair policy
assigning the resources to the processes in alternation. This is a live and bounded
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(DS)∗SP and it has spurious deadlocks: the markings in which each process has taken
one resource and both need the other to go on.
However, important structural properties of DSSP can be extended to (DS)∗SP and
the proofs can be done directly at the (DS)∗SP level without considerable additional
eBort. In this paper we develop some of these results, the main one being a polyno-
mial time characterization of the existence of a live and bounded marking. Proofs for
(DS)∗SP nets make extensive use of their recursive de4nition and usually proceed by
induction on the number of levels of the net.
Denition 6. Let N be a (DS)∗SP net.
If N has been built as N= 〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉, then
levels(N)= max16i6n{levels(Ni)} + 1, where Ni is the subnet de4ned by Pi and
Ti, i.e., Ni = 〈Pi; Ti;Pre[Pi; Ti];Post[Pi; Ti]〉.
Otherwise, levels(N)= 0.
Notice that a given (DS)∗SP net may have diBerent number of levels depending on
the way it has been built. So, levels(N) is not de4ned as an intrinsic characteristic
of N. For example, the module N1 in Fig. 3 can be seen as a 1-level (DS)∗SP net
(three SM connected by 4ve buBers) or as a 2-levels (DS)∗SP net (N11;N12; b11, and
b15 make a 1-level (DS)∗SP net, that is connected with N13 by b12; b13 and b14). In
fact, we implicitly assume that a (DS)∗SP net is not just a P=T net, but has a building
process attached to it. If it were considered as a <at P=T net, all the information we
have about the way the modules are connected would be lost, and that information
plays an important role in the knowledge we have of the system, and will be used for
the analysis. To obtain a (DS)∗SP net with “good properties” we will usually ask the
modules to ful4ll them too, i.e., we do not intend to 4x the “incorrect” modules by
means of their connections with other modules, but start with “correct” modules and
connect them in such a way that their good properties are extended to the complete
net.
To simplify the notation, and turning again to the recursive de4nition of the class
of nets, we introduce the following de4nitions:
Denition 7. Let N be a (DS)∗SP net and let  be a property (e.g., strong connect-
edness, consistency: : :).
(1) N is recursively , r-, iB N ful4lls  and, if levels(N)¿0, i.e., N= 〈P1 ∪
· · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉, every Ni is r-.
(2) N is quasi-recursively , qr-, iB either levels(N)= 0, or N can be decom-
posed as N= 〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉 with every Ni being
r-.
In other words, a 0-levels (DS)∗SP is always qr- and, if levels(N)¿0, qr- asks
for  in all the modules at every level, but it does not require that the entire net
ful4lls .In case the net also ful4lls , then it is r-.
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Observe that, by the way it has been de4ned, a (DS)∗SP is always qr-strongly
connected. There exist properties for which r- is equivalent to , though it is not so
in general. For instance, consistency is equivalent to r-consistency. This can be easily
seen if the token-<ow matrix of (DS)∗SP nets (of level greater than 0) is written in a
structured way re<ecting their modularity:
C=


C1 0 · · · 0
0 C2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · Cn
B1 B2 · · · Bn


=
(
diag{C1; : : : ;Cn}
CB
)
; (1)
where Ci is the token-<ow matrix of Ni, and Bi is the matrix that represents its
connections with the buBers.
The reader may check that, on the other hand, conservativeness does not imply r-
conservativeness. In DSSP some additional equivalences can be proved, due to the
special properties of their modules. For instance, conservativeness is equivalent to r-
conservativeness, since conservativeness of the SM is guaranteed by their strong con-
nectedness. This usually leads to simpler and more compact statements for DSSP than
for general (DS)∗SP.
In [7] the class of (DS)∗SP nets was de4ned starting with EQ nets instead of SM as
the basic modules, and called (SC)∗ECS (systems of cooperating systems of cooper-
ating systems of : : : cooperating equal con<ict systems). Under interleaving semantics,
since EQ nets can be seen as DSSP nets, both de4nitions are clearly equivalent. The
new de4nition has an “aesthetic” advantage, because it allows to see clearer the relation
of this class with other existing classes. But it also has a practical advantage, because
this way the base of the induction in most of the proofs will be the properties of SM.
In particular we will use that:
Proposition 8.
(1) Every SM is conservative and rank(C)= |P| − 1= |SEQS| − 1 (1 is the unique
minimal P-semi-ow).
(2) A marked SM is live i7 it is strongly connected (or equivalently consistent)
and contains a token at least.
(3) The minimal T-semi-ows of a strongly connected SM correspond to its circuits.
4. Decomposed views of (DS)∗SP nets
In order to obtain the analytical results that we seek, it is necessary to carefully
consider the structure of the nets. The complexity of this structure can be managed
through decompositions of the (DS)∗SP nets. These decompositions can be expressed
in terms of allocations (related to minimal T-semi<ows) and 1-constrained subnets (re-
lated to minimal P-semi<ows). Allocations and 1-constrained subnets lead to appealing
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interpretations of some of the results. So, we do not consider them as mere technical
artifacts but rather believe that they are essential for the understanding of the reasons
why some strong results, namely the rank-based characterization of the existence of a
L&B marking (see Theorem 20), hold for this subclass.
It is rather obvious, if we look at the structured form of the incidence matrix of a
(DS)∗SP net, that the restriction of a T-semi<ow of the complete net to a module is
also a T-semi<ow. The reciprocal however, whether a T-semi<ow of the (DS)∗SP net
can be obtained taking an arbitrary T-semi<ow per module, is not so straightforward.
This will be studied by means of allocations (Section 4.1), which allow to investigate
what happens when con<icts are solved in a given way.
Concerning the P-semi<ows, another immediate property can be stated: any
P-semi<ow of a module is also a P-semi<ow of the (DS)∗SP net. But these are not
the unique minimal P-semi<ows, P-semi<ows may also contain buBers. In Section 4.2
1-constrained subnets will be introduced. They are strongly related to these more
“global” P-semi<ows in which buBers appear.
By means of 1-constrained subnets we will also be able to relate consistency and
conservativeness (P- and T-semi<ows) and get a better insight into the characteristics
of live and bounded (DS)∗SP.
4.1. Allocations
The idea of allocation was introduced in [3]. Here we de4ne EQ-allocations. Es-
sentially, an EQ-allocation is a function that selects one transition from each EQ set.
Following also the allocatability notion from [15], we de4ne the EQ-allocatability no-
tion. EQ-allocatability guarantees that for any static local con<ict resolution policy a
possible in4nite behavior exists.
Denition 9. Let N be a P=T net.
(1) A mapping  : SEQS→T that assigns to each equal con<ict set, e, one of the
transitions t ∈ e is an EQ-allocation over N. The notation is extended to sets:
() denotes
⋃
e∈ (e).
(2) The net N is EQ-allocatable iB, for every EQ-allocation over N, the T-subnet
generated by the allocated nodes contains the support of at least one T-semi<ow.
Observe that in (DS)∗SP nets, since buBers cannot aBect the EQ sets of the modules,
the SEQS of a net is the union of the SEQS of its modules. Therefore, in this class
all the EQ-allocations can be obtained by merging the possible EQ-allocations of the
modules, and thus EQ-allocatability is equivalent to r-EQ-allocatability.
This is also the basic idea in the next algorithm, a generalization of an algorithm that
allows to obtain EQ-allocations with good properties for EQ nets [15]. The algorithm
is de4ned in a recursive way. Intuitively, the algorithm in its simplest form, i.e., when
applied to SM, starts with a set of transitions, and proceeds backwards in the net,
adding each time a transition that is not in EQ relation with any of those previously
selected. The idea is to select transitions that direct tokens towards the input places of
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the transitions in the seed. For higher level (DS)∗SP nets, the procedure is analogous:
4rst, apply the algorithm to each module that contains at least a transition in the
initial set. Then, while an unvisited module exists, move between modules by going
backwards through the buBers and use the algorithm to spread the allocation inside
them. This idea of selecting transitions in such a way that tokens must <ow from the
last selected transitions to the 4rst selected ones, leads to an interesting property: any
T-semi<ow whose support is contained in the image of the allocation, contains at least
one of the transitions of the input set.
Lemma 10. LetN be a strongly connected (DS)∗SP net and T 0 a non empty subset
of transitions. Algorithm 1 selects a set of transitions T ′ such that:
(1) T 0⊆T ′; EQS(T ′)=T and no pair of transitions in T ′ \ T 0 are in EQ relation.
(2) For every T-semi-ow of N; x; with ‖x‖⊆T ′; then ‖x‖∩T 0 = ∅.
Algorithm 1
Input: N; T 0
Output: T ′
Begin
If levels(N)= 0 do
j := 0
While EQS(T j) =T do
Take t such that t ∈EQS(T j) and (t•)• ∩T j = ∅
T j+1 :=T j ∪{t}
j := j + 1
od
od
Else do {Rem : N= 〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉}
For i=1 to n do
If T 0 ∩Ti = ∅ let T ′i be the output of Algorithm 1 when applied
to 〈Ni ; T 0 ∩Ti〉
od
T 1 :=
⋃
{i:T 0∩Ti 	=∅} T
′
i
j : = 1
While EQS(T j) =T do
Take t such that t ∈EQS(T j) and (t•)• ∩T j = ∅
Let T ′I(t) be the output of Algorithm 1 if applied to 〈NI(t); {t}〉
T j+1 :=T j ∪T ′I(t)
j := j + 1
od
od
T ′ :=T j
End
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Proof. See the appendix.
It is clear that this algorithm will de4ne an EQ-allocation iB no pair of transitions
of the initial set are in EQ relation. Let us see an example applying Algorithm 1 to
the net in Fig. 3 with T 0 = {t111}. Since t111 belongs to N1, the algorithm has to
be applied to this module, which means applying the algorithm to, N11, the 0-levels
module t111 belongs to. This adds one transition, t112. Now the allocation has to be
extended to N12 and N13. To do that, a transition that is input of an input buBer of
N11, t133 for instance, is selected and added to the set. Transitions t132; t137; t135; t136
are included by spreading the allocation inside N13. Finally, going backwards through
b12, b14 or b15, the transitions in N12; t121; t122 and t123, are added. This way an EQ-
allocation of N1 has been obtained: {t111; t112; t121; t122; t123; t133; t132; t137; t135; t136}. Go-
ing backwards through b2 a transition in N2, t213 for instance, is included. The al-
location is extended inside N2 as it was in N1 (for instance selecting transitions
t212; t211; t222; t221; t224; t225; t235; t233; t234 and t231), and an EQ-allocation of the entire net
is thus obtained.
The modularity of (DS)∗SP nets can be used to derive a result that relates the T-
semi<ows of the global net with the T-semi<ows of its modules. Provided the system
ful4lls some structural conditions, any minimal T-semi<ow of a (DS)∗SP net, when
restricted to a module, is proportional to one of its minimal T-semi<ows. And vice
versa: given one minimal T-semi-ow per module we can build a T-semi-ow of the
(DS)∗SP net by linearly combining them. Moreover, for any minimal T-semi<ow of
a (DS)∗SP net, an allocation exists such that this is the unique minimal T-semi<ow
contained in its image, i.e., con<icts can be locally solved in such a way that this is
the only possible repetitive behavior.
Proposition 11 (Global and Partial T-semi<ows). LetN be a strongly connected and
r-conservative (DS)∗SP net; that r-ful1lls rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1.
(1) If levels(N)¿0 and N= 〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉; let xi be a
minimal T-semi-ow of module Ni. Then a T-semi-ow of N exists; x; such that
x=
∑n
i=1 ki · x̂i ; where x̂i[Ti] = xi ; x̂i[T − Ti] = 0 and ki¿0.
(2) N is EQ-allocatable.
(3) Let x be a minimal T-semi-ow of N. Then no pair of transitions in ‖x‖ are in
the same EQ set and; if levels (N)¿0; for every module Ni either x[Ti] = 0 or
it is proportional to one of its minimal T-semi-ows. Moreover; the application of
Algorithm 1 to 〈N; ‖x‖〉 de1nes an EQ-allocation such that every T--ow with
the support contained in its image is a multiple of x.
Proof. By induction on the levels of N. If levels(N)= 0, Part (1) does not apply.
For Part (2), any strongly connected SM can be lively marked. Hence for any static
policy of con<ict resolution (EQ-allocation) a repetitive behavior (T-semi<ow) exists.
For Part (3), it is clear that no pair of transitions in a minimal T-semi<ow are in EQ
relation, since the minimal T-semi<ows of strongly connected SM are their circuits.
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Apply Algorithm 1 to 〈N; ‖x‖〉 and let N′ be the T-subnet its output de4nes. Since it
is also an SM, rank(C′)= |P′|−1= |P|−1= |SEQS|−1= |T ′|−1, thus the dimension
of the space of right annullers is one, and every T-<ow is a multiple of the minimal
T-semi<ow.
Assume levels(N)= k + 1. For Part (1), apply Part (3) to each Ni: given xi, an
EQ-allocation of the module exists such that any T-<ow with support contained in
the image of the allocation is a multiple of it. Putting together all these allocations
we obtain an EQ-allocation of the (DS)∗SP net. The image of this allocation selects
|SEQS| transitions and, since rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1, it must contain the support of a
T-<ow, x. Decompose x= x′ − x′′ with x′¿0; x′′¿0 and ‖x′‖∩ ‖x′′‖= ∅. We are
going to prove that C · x′¿0 what implies, by conservativeness, that C · x′= 0. For
each module Ni, if x[Ti] is not null it is a T-<ow and thus it is a multiple of xi.
Therefore, it is either in x′ or in x′′ and, in any case, C[Pi; T ] · x′=0. Assume a
buBer b exists such that C[b; T ] · x′=C[b; T ] · x′′¡0. Then, since the only negative
entries of C[b; T ] correspond to Tdest(b), both x′ and x′′ must have entries in Tdest(b),
contradiction.
To prove Part (2), let  be an EQ-allocation. Its restriction to each Ni ; i, is an
EQ-allocation of the module, hence by induction hypothesis a T-semi<ow of Ni exists
with its support contained in the image of i. Applying Part (1), the result is proven.
For Part (3), we will see that x is a linear combination of (at most) one minimal
T-semi<ow per module. Hence, by induction hypothesis, it cannot have two transitions
in the same EQ set. Let A= {i | x[Ti] =0}, i.e., those modules that have a transi-
tion in ‖x‖ at least. For every i∈A, x[Ti] is a T-semi<ow of Ni, hence a minimal
T-semi<ow of Ni ; xi, exists with its support contained in ‖x‖. Let T ′ be the output of
Algorithm 1 applied to N with T 0 =
⋃
i∈A ‖xi‖. For every i, by induction hypothesis,
xi does not have two transitions in EQ relation and any T-<ow of Ni with support
contained in the image of the allocation is a multiple of it. Since N is allocatable
(Part (2)), a T-semi<ow x′ exists with ‖x′‖⊆T ′. We will prove that ‖x′‖⊆T 0⊆‖x‖.
Then, by minimality of x, ‖x‖= T 0 and x= x′ (Proposition 1.2).
Assume contrary and let t ∈‖x′‖ and t =∈T 0. By Lemma 10 a transition t′ ∈
‖x′‖∩T 0 exists. We can assume w.l.o.g. that t ∈ (t′•)• (the T-subnet ‖x′‖ de4nes
is consistent and conservative, hence strongly connected). Let p∈ t′• ∩ •t. Then since
t′ ∈T 0⊆‖x‖; p• ∩‖x‖ = ∅ (Proposition 1.1). Therefore, ‖x‖∩TI(t) = ∅, i.e., I(t)∈A.
So, x′[TI(t)] is a multiple of xI(t) and t ∈T 0, contradiction.
To see that any T-<ow with support contained in the image of the allocation is a
multiple of x, the idea is to break up the T-<ow in two vectors, one with the positive
entries and the other with the negative ones, and prove that one of them must be null,
as was done in Part (1).
Besides relating the T-semi<ows of a (DS)∗SP net with those of its modules, the
previous theorem also provides a su?cient structural condition for EQ-allocatability
in (DS)∗SP. In the following, a similar necessary condition will be obtained: just
substitute (r-)consistency for r-conservativeness. The proof is based on a reasoning
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Fig. 6. Regulation of an EQ set by a circuit.
analogous to the one used in [15] to prove a general SL&SB necessary condition:
transform the (DS)∗SP net into another one in which every EQ set is trivial (i.e.,
contains only one transition), while preserving allocatability. This in fact means that
the transformed net is consistent, and consistency of the original net, together with a
condition on the rank of its token-<ow matrix will be deduced from it.
Proposition 12 (Allocatability necessary condition). Let N be a strongly connected
and EQ-allocatable (DS)∗SP net. Then it is consistent and rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1.
Proof. Consistency is immediate since for any transition t a T-semi<ow exists whose
support contains it (apply Lemma 10 with T 0 = {t}).
The rank condition is immediate if all the EQ sets are trivial, since then |SEQS|= |T |
and allocatability implies the existence of at least one T-semi<ow.
Otherwise, let e be a non-trivial EQ set. We transform the 0-levels module e belongs
to into a 1-level module by (1) adding |e| new places, c1; : : : ; c|e|−1, and connecting
them with the transitions of e in a circuit, as shown in Fig. 6, and (2) adding self-loop
places around any other equal con<ict set in the module (as in Fig. 2). This way N
has been transformed into another (DS)∗SP net, N′, perhaps of a higher level, which
is also strongly connected and which has less non-trivial EQ sets.
First, we will prove that N′ is EQ-allocatable. Let  be an EQ-allocation of N′. It
is immediate to de4ne |e| EQ-allocations of N, taking each time one of the transitions
in e, and keeping the rest of the allocation just the same. Since N is EQ-allocatable,
the image of each one of these allocations contains the support of a T-semi<ow. If
the support of any of these T-semi<ows does not contain any transition in e, it is also
a T-semi<ow of N′ and we are done. Otherwise we can assume w.l.o.g. that all the
T-semi<ows have the same value in the component belonging to e. Then, their addition
is a T-semi<ow of N′ with its support is contained in the image of .
Clearly rank(C′)6rank(C) + |e| − 1, for instance the row of c0 can be obtained
by adding the rows of c1; : : : ; c|e|−1. Assume the inequality is strict. Then, an index
16j6|e| exists such that C′[cj; T ′] =  · C′[P′\{c0; cj}; T ′] with  = 0, i.e., the row
of cj is a linear combination of the other rows. Since N is allocatable, for every
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tei ∈ e a T-semi<ow xi exists that contains tei and no other transition in e (apply
Lemma 10 with T 0 = {tei}). We can assume that all the T-semi<ows have the same
value, k, when restricted to the transition in e. De4ne x=
∑
06i¡j xi. Clearly x is
a T-semi<ow of C. Moreover, it is also an annuller of the rows of c1; : : : ; cj−1 (the
input and output transitions of each place appear the same number of times) and the
rows of cj+1; : : : ; c|e|−1 (none of their input or output transitions are in the support
of x). Hence, x is a right annuller of C′[P′\{c0; cj}; T ′]. But, since x[tej−1 ] = k and
x[tej ] = 0; cj would gain k tokens with each 4ring of x. Then, k =C
′[cj; T ′] · x=  ·
C′[P′\{c0; cj}; T ′] · x=0, contradiction.
Since |SEQS′|= |SEQS| + |e| − 1, applying induction on the number of non-trivial
EQ sets, we are done.
Putting together the results in Propositions 11 and 12 we obtain the following set of
implications:
Theorem 13. LetN be a strongly connected (DS)∗SP net and consider the following
statements:
(1) N is EQ-allocatable.
(2) N is consistent and rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1.
(3) N is r-conservative and r-ful1lls rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1.
Then; (3)⇒ (1)⇒ (2).
In the next subsection we will obtain the “missing link”, (2) ⇒ (3), and prove
that all these statements are equivalent. Moreover, we will see that the inequality that
relates rank(C) with |SEQS| is in fact an equality.
4.2. 1-constrained (DS)∗SP nets
Strongly connected MG are covered by circuits, which are their minimal P-semi<ows
[4]. The same happens to strongly connected CF nets where the role of circuits it played
by strongly connected JF P-subnets [14]. We will see that a similar covering can be
de4ned for (DS)∗SP nets. This covering will be used to prove that consistency and
conservativeness are strongly related properties in (DS)∗SP nets, generalizing analogous
results for CF and EQ nets [14, 15].
Generalizing a notion in [12], we de4ne 1-constrained subnets as the P-subnets of
(DS)∗SP nets that are strongly connected, and in which each module is the destination
of just one buBer (the restriction of [12] that each module has just one output buBer
is removed).
Denition 14. Let N be a (DS)∗SP net. A strongly connected P-subnet of N, N′=
〈P′; T ′;Pre′;Post′〉, is a 1-constrained subnet iB levels(N)= 0, or levels(N)¿0,N=
〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pn ∪B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn;Pre;Post〉 and
• P′=P′1 ∪ · · · ∪P′n′ ∪B′ with B′⊆B; T ′=T ′1 ∪ · · · ∪T ′n′ and a one-to-one function
 : {1; : : : ; n′}→{1; : : : ; n} exists such that P′i =P(i) and T ′i =T(i).
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Fig. 7. Covering of the top level module on the left in Fig. 3 by 1-constrained subnets.
• No pair of buBers has the same output module, i.e., if b1; b2 ∈B′ and b1 = b2 then
dest(b1) =dest(b2).
Every strongly connected (DS)∗SP can be covered with 1-constrained subnets. For
instance, the module N1 in Fig. 3 is covered by the 1-constrained subnets represented
in Fig. 7. In [14] a graph-based algorithm was devised to obtain a covering of any
strongly connected CF net by strongly connected JF P-subnets. The same algorithm
can be used to cover strongly connected (DS)∗SP nets with 1-constrained subnets, just
by considering each module as a transition. In Section 6 we will come back to this CF
coarse view of DSSP, improving it by means of weights on the arcs that will convey
information about the internal behavior of the modules.
Proposition 15 (1-constrained covering). Let N be a strongly connected (DS)∗SP
net. Then; every place belongs to a 1-constrained subnet of N.
Proof sketch. IfN is a 0-levels (DS)∗SP net, it cannot be further decomposed. Other-
wise, consider the high-level view of modules and buBers. A CF net can be associated
to the (DS)∗SP net by substituting a transition for each module, and connecting it to
the buBers in such a way that the paths in the original net are preserved. This net
can be covered by strongly connected JF P-subnets [14], thus the (DS)∗SP net can be
covered by 1-constrained P-subnets.
Proposition 15 is one of the basic elements that allows to relate two important struc-
tural properties: consistency and conservativeness. Applying Theorem 13, in strongly
connected (DS)∗SP r-conservativeness and r-ful4llment of rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1 im-
plies consistency. We will prove now that this results holds also if consistency and
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conservativeness are interchanged. The proof is based on the relationship that exists
between the P-semi<ows of a (DS)∗SP net and its 1-constrained subnets. It can be seen
that each 1-constrained subnet is covered by a P-semi<ow that is minimal w.r.t. the
buBers. In fact, there is a bijective correspondence between the buBers of 1-constrained
subnets and the support of minimal P-semi<ows not contained in a module. This gen-
eralizes an equivalent result for CF and EQ nets that relates strongly connected JF
P-subnets with the minimal P-semi<ows of the net.
Lemma 16 (Consistency and conservativeness). Let N be a strongly connected
(DS)∗SP net. If N is consistent and rank(C)6|SEQS|−1; then N is r-conservative
and r-ful1lls rank(C)= |SEQS| − 1.
Proof. See the appendix.
This lemma allows to unify into a set of equivalences the three statements of
Theorem 13. It also proves that the inequality that relates the rank of the token-<ow
matrix with the number of EQ sets cannot be strict.
Theorem 17 (Allocatability and rank). Let N be a strongly connected (DS)∗SP net.
It is equivalent:
(1) N is EQ-allocatable.
(2) N is consistent and rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1.
(3) N is r-conservative and r-ful1lls rank(C)= |SEQS| − 1.
5. Liveness and boundedness
In the previous section we have concentrated basically on the structure of (DS)∗SP
nets. In this section all the previous information will be used to obtain a polynomial
time characterization of the existence of a marking that makes L&B a (DS)∗SP net.
In fact, there is no need to prove that a marking makes the (DS)∗SP net live,
it is enough to see that it makes it deadlock-free, since both properties coincide for
bounded and strongly connected (DS)∗SP. In [7] this is proved by showing that local
and global fairness are equivalent for this class, i.e., the in4nite 4ring sequences of
a bounded strongly connected (DS)∗SP where every transition occurs in4nitely often
are characterized as those where every solution of an equal con<ict that is eBective
in4nitely often is taken in4nitely often. An alternative, more direct proof is given here:
Theorem 18 (Liveness and deadlock-freeness). LetN be a strongly connected (DS)∗
SP net and m0 a marking such that 〈N;m0〉 is bounded. Then 〈N;m0〉 is live i7 it
is deadlock-free.
Proof. Assume 〈N;m0〉 is not live, i.e., a reachable marking, m and a transition t
exist such that any sequence 4reable from m contains t at most 4nitely many times.
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Then it can be seen that no transition can be 4red in4nitely many times in 〈N;m〉,
that is, the system deadlocks.
Consider the 0-levels (DS)∗SP net t belongs to, Nt . The solution of its con<icts
does not depend on the buBers, hence a 4nite sequence can be 4red that disables all
its transitions (for instance, by leading the tokens towards the input place of t). Take
now the 1-level (DS)∗SP net that contains Nt and let b be an input buBer of Nt at
this level. Since b is bounded and “output private”, none of its input transitions can be
4red in4nitely many times. This 1-level (DS)∗SP net is strongly connected, thus we
can move from one module to the other through the buBers and repeating the same
reasoning deduce that none of its transitions can be 4red in4nitely many times. Clearly
this procedure can be extended, climbing through the buBers up the levels of the net
till all the transitions are covered.
In general, just necessary or su?cient conditions to check SL&SB in an e?cient
way are known [15, 6]. However, for the class of DSSP (which includes free choice [2],
and EQ nets [15]) these conditions can be improved and a complete characterization
obtained. The characterization of SL&SB for (DS)∗SP is based on the next lemma.
It shows that liveness of (DS)∗SP is strongly related to the structure of the net.
Lemma 19. Let 〈N;m0〉 be a strongly connected and conservative (DS)∗SP net with
rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1 and levels(N)¿0. For every Ni let m0i be such that 〈Ni ;m0i〉
is live. Then m0 exists such that m0[Pi] =m0i for every 16i6n and 〈N;m0〉 is live.
Proof See the appendix.
Although not explicitly stated, str. liveness in this context can be specialized to the
existence of a (DS)∗SP-marking that makes the system live.
When Lemma 19 is applied recursively, we obtain a purely structural su?cient
condition for the existence of a L&B marking: strong consistency, r-conservativeness,
and r-ful4llment of the rank inequality. Moreover, the results in Theorem 17 allow
to prove this is not only su?cient, but also necessary. In other words, the set of
equivalences given there can be extended with the following ones:
Theorem 20. Let N be a (DS)∗SP net. It is equivalent:
(1) A marking m0 exists such that 〈N;m0〉 is L&B.
(2) N is SL&SB.
(3) N is r-SL&SB.
(4) N is strongly connected; consistent and rank(C)= |SEQS| − 1.
Proof. Any L&B system is strongly connected and EQ-allocatable (any static policy
for solving con<icts must allow a repetitive behavior), hence from Theorem 17 “(1)
⇒ (4)” can be deduced. (In fact with rank(C)6|SEQS| − 1 instead of the equality,
this holds for general P=T nets [15]).
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For “(4) ⇒ (3)”, from Theorem 17 we know that N is r-conservative and the rank
equality is r-ful4lled. To prove it can be lively marked we will apply induction on
the levels of N. If levels(N)= 0, since it is a strongly connected SM, any non null
marking will make it live. Assume it holds if levels(N)= k and let levels(N)= k+1.
Then, since each module can be lively marked (induction hypothesis), a marking of
the buBers can be found that makes the system live (Lemma 19).
“(3) ⇒ (2)” and “(2) ⇒ (1)” trivially hold.
The previous theorem has two important consequences, which point out the impor-
tance of having good structural properties in (DS)∗SP. The 4rst one is that any L&B
system is also str. bounded, i.e., a non-str. bounded (DS)∗SP net cannot be L&B
marked. In other words, under liveness boundedness and str. boundedness are equiva-
lent. The second consequence is methodologically relevant. it concerns the importance
of checking at each level whether the modules of the (DS)∗SP net have good struc-
tural properties: a (DS)∗SP cannot be SL&SB unless all the modules at every level
are SL&SB.
Due to the equivalence of conditions (2) and (4), in practice the following building
procedure can be used: (1) strong connectedness is checked at each step and (2)
consistency and the rank property are checked in the complete net. If they are ful4lled,
then we know at once that the system is SL&SB. Otherwise, we can detect and locate
the fault by checking the last level modules: if they are all consistent and verify the rank
property, it is the connection of the last level buBers which is not correct, otherwise
apply the same procedure downwards and investigate any faulty module that is found.
Another important result can be deduced from the structural characterizations of
L&B. Applying Proposition 11, for each minimal T-semi<ow a static local con<ict
resolution policy exists such that this is the only possible repetitive behavior. Hence,
in a L&B (DS)∗SP every minimal T-semi<ow is realizable, i.e., a marking can be
reached at which a sequence with this 4ring vector is enabled. As a consequence,
structural and behavioral synchronic relations [11] coincide and can be analysed by
means of structural techniques.
Theorem 21 (Realizability of T-semi<ows). Let 〈N;m0〉 be a L&B (DS)∗SP. For
every minimal T-semi-ow x; a reachable marking exists such that a sequence with
1ring count vector x is 1reable.
Proof. Since N is L&B, it is strongly connected, r-conservative and r-ful4lls that
rank(C)= |SEQS| − 1 (Theorem 20). Applying Proposition 11 an EQ-allocation exists
such that x is the unique minimal T-semi<ow of the T-subnet generated by its image.
Using it as 4ring control policy, any repeated marking proves the result.
6. The coarse net
A diBerent view of the achieved results can be obtained by means of an aggregated
view of the net. Let us consider 4rst the case of DSSP. In order to concentrate on
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Fig. 8. A (DS)∗SP that is not SL&SB, its “coarse structure” [9] and its coarse net.
the interconnection level of the net, we want to obviate the details regarding the inner
structure of the modules, while keeping relevant information concerning their eBect on
the buBers. However, just replacing each module by a transition (the coarse structure
devised in [9]), is a too simplistic reduction, i.e., the coarse structure discards too much
information. For instance, the system on the left in Fig. 8 is neither str. repetitive (if
t12 is chosen too often a deadlock occurs), nor str. bounded (if t11 is chosen too often
the marking of the buBers grows), while its coarse structure (up on the right) is both
str. repetitive and str. bounded.
A suitable way to improve this is to attach information to the arc weights. This
can be done associating symbolic relative rates to con<icting transitions. (These rates
could be interpreted as the probability, or the proportion in a 4ring sequence, of each
possible resolution of the con<ict). Then, replace each module by a single transition
whose eBect on the buBers is the same as that of the original set of transitions in the
long term when respecting the given rates.
Let us illustrate this by means of the example in Fig. 8, whose token-<ow matrix is
t11 t12 t13 t14 t21 t22
p11
p12
p13
p21
p22
b1
b2


−1 −1 1 1 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 0
0 1 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 −1


: (2)
First, we substitute a single transition for each EQ set in the net: the 4rst two columns,
corresponding to transitions t11 and t12, are replaced by their sum multiplied by their
associated rates, r11 and r12, respectively.
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{t11; t12} t13 t14 t21 t22
p11
p12
p13
p21
p22
b1
b2


−(r11 + r12) 1 1 0 0
r11 −1 0 0 0
r12 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 1
0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 −1 1 0
0 1 0 0 −1


: (3)
Then, we perform the positive linear combinations required to annihilate the entries
corresponding to places of the modules. On the one hand, we add the 4rst column,
r11 times the second one, and r12 times the third, and on the other we add the last
two columns, obtaining (4). The lower submatrix, corresponding to the buBers, is the
token-<ow matrix of the coarse net depicted at the bottom on the right in Fig. 8.
1 2
b1
b2


0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
−r12 1
r11 −1


: (4)
Observe that there is a close relationship between the properties of this net and the
properties of the original one: if we give values to the rates and r11¡r12 then it is not
str. repetitive, while if r11¿r12 it is not str. bounded. It is both str. repetitive and str.
bounded if and only if r11 = r12, but this is a very particular case.
For general (DS)∗SP, the coarse net will be de4ned in a similar way: replace each
top level module by a transition and assign symbolic arc weights in such a way that
they summarize the internal behavior of the module. The “net” we obtain is not a real
net since the arc weights are no longer integer numbers, but polynomials with the rates
associated to the EQ sets acting as variables. Keeping these symbolic weights will be
useful to reason in a more compact way about the set of nets that are obtained when
assigning values to the variables. However, since we want it to represent a net, we
cannot allow the evaluation of the arc weights being negative numbers.
Denition 22. Let R be a set of variables that take value in Q+; + the set of poly-
nomials over Q with variables in R that are positive for every assignment of the
variables, and let =+ ∪{0}.
A parametrically weighted net N is de4ned as N= 〈P; T;Pre;Post〉 with P and T
disjoint sets and Pre[p; t]; Post[p; t]∈ for every p∈P; t ∈T .
Observe that for each possible assignment of values to the variables (rates), we can
de4ne a “real” P=T net:
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Fig. 9. A parametrically weighted net and its evaluation with r11 = 1=3 and r12 = 2=3.
Denition 23. LetN be a parametrically weighted net and let v :R→Q+. The evalu-
ation ofN by v,N(v), is de4ned as the P=T net obtained replacing in each arc weight
the variables by their assigned value, and multiplying all the arc weights afterwards by
the least common multiple of its denominators to transform them into integer values.
A function v thus de4ned is called a positive valuation.
For example, the P=T net on the right in Fig. 9 is the evaluation of the parametrically
weighted net on the left, with r11 = 1=3 and r12 = 2=3.
All the de4nitions of P=T nets based on the underlying graph can be extended to
these parametrically weighted nets. For instance, we can speak of CF or strongly con-
nected parametrically weighted nets. We will also extend the de4nitions of consistency
and conservativeness, and will say that a parametrically weighted net is consistent
(conservative) when for every positive valuation the resulting P=T net is so. Accord-
ing to this idea, the parametrically weighted net in Figure 8 is neither consistent, nor
conservative.
Denition 24. Let N be a parametrically weighted net.
• N is strongly connected iB the graph it de4nes is strongly connected.
• N is a CF net iB for every p∈P, a unique transition t ∈T exists such that
Pre[p; t] =0.
• N is consistent (conservative) iB for every positive valuation v, N(v) is consistent
(conservative).
An alternative de4nition of consistency is the existence of a (parametric) right an-
nuller that is positive for every positive valuation. Although in general both de4nitions
are not equivalent (there may exist two annullers, none of which is positive for every
positive valuation but such that always at least one of them is positive) they coincide
for CF parametrically weighted nets. This allows to easily generalize to CF parametri-
cally weighted nets some properties of CF P=T nets. These properties will be important
to guarantee the correct de4nition of the coarse net.
Lemma 25. Let N be a strongly connected CF parametrically weighted net.
(1) It is equivalent that N is consistent or that x∈|T |+ exists such that C · x=0.
Moreover the annuller is unique up to multiples.
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(2) Let N be conservative. Then it is consistent i7 rank(C)6|T | − 1. Moreover, in
that case rank(C)= |T | − 1.
Proof. See the appendix.
We are ready now to formalize the de4nition of the coarse net. This will be done
in a recursive way. For a 0-levels (DS)∗SP net, it is the net obtained replacing each
non-trivial EQ set by a linear combination of its transitions. For a k-levels (DS)∗SP
net, we will ask that the coarse net of each module is de4ned (i.e., its transitions can
be merged according to a certain rule into a parametrically weighted net) and that each
one of these reduced modules has a right annuller. Assuming all these conditions hold,
we linearly combine the transitions of each reduced module using the components of
the right annullers as coe?cients. This way, each module is reduced to just a transition.
Observe that certain conditions are embedded in the de4nition, and thus the coarse
net cannot be obtained in some cases. That is, if at a certain level the coarse net of
a module is not de4ned or it does not have a right annuller, the coarse net of the
complete net is not de4ned.
Algorithm 2
Input: A (DS)∗SP net; N
Output: If they exist, a parametrically weighted net (the coarse net of N);
NC = 〈PC; TC;PreC;PostC〉; and a matrix K (the coarsening matrix of N)
Begin
If levels(N)= 0 do
Let {e1; : : : ; em} be the set of non trivial EQ sets with each
ei = {ti1; : : : ; tini} and de1ne R=
⋃m
i=1{ri1; : : : ; rini} a set of variables
(one per transition belonging to a non trivial EQ set)
Let K∈|T |×|SEQS| be the matrix that substitutes the columns of
each non trivial EQ set; ei; by their linear combination with
{ri1; : : : ; rini} as coe=cients, while not modifying the columns
of trivial EQ sets.
return (
K,
PC :=P,
TC := {t1; : : : ; t|SEQS|},
PreC :=Pre ·K,
PostC :=Post ·K)
od
else (levels(N) ¿ 0) do
Let N = 〈P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pn ∪ B; T1 ∪ · · · ∪ Tn;Pre; Post〉
For i=1 to n do
〈NiC ;Ki〉 := Algorithm 2 (Ni)
If NiC does not exist return (the coarse net does not exist)
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od
If for every Ni a right annuller of its token--ow matrix exists,
xiC ∈ni+, with components relatively prime, do
Let K∈|T |×n;K := diag{K1 · x1C ; : : : ;Kn · xnC}
return(
K,
PC := B,
TC := {t1; : : : ; tn};
PreC := Pre[B; T ] · K;
PostC := Post[B; T ] · K)
od
else return (the coarse net does not exist)
od
End
Denition 26. Let N be a (DS)∗SP. The parametrically weighted net obtained apply-
ing Algorithm 2 to N, if it exists, is the coarse net of N.
Notice that because of the output private hypothesis on the buBers, the coarse net
is CF. Strongly connected parametrically weighted CF nets have one minimal right
annuller at most (Lemma 25), thus the coarse net (when de4ned) is unique. This
property also provides an alternative statement of the conditions required for the coarse
net to be de4ned: the coarse net of each module is de1ned and consistent.
Theorem 27. LetN be a (DS)∗SP net. If it is de1ned, the coarse net,NC , is unique
and it is a CF parametrically weighted net. Moreover, if N is strongly connected so
is NC .
Proof. By induction on the levels of N. If levels(N)= 0, it is clear the de4nition
is correct, and since each EQ set is reduced to a transition, the coarse net is CF.
Strong consistency is immediate because when merging the transitions the arcs are not
destroyed.
Assume that levels(N)= k+1 and the conditions for the existence of the coarse net
hold: for each moduleNi the coarse net is de4ned and xiC ∈ni+ exists with components
relatively prime such that CiC · xiC = 0. By induction hypothesis the coarse net of each
module is strongly connected and CF. Therefore, applying Lemma 25,NiC is consistent
and xiC is unique. Since buBers are output private, the coarse net is CF. Moreover, the
arcs connecting the modules with the buBers are not destroyed in the coarse net, hence
if N is strongly connected then NC is strongly connected.
Observe that, from the de4nition of the coarse net, a relationship between the inci-
dence matrices of a net and its coarse net can be easily deduced: either CC =C ·K, if
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levels(N)= 0, or
C · K=
(
0
CC
)
: (5)
With these equalities, certain properties of the coarse net are quite immediate to deduce,
for instance it is clear that:
• If N is conservative, NC is conservative too.
• If NC is consistent, N is consistent too.
More complex relations between a (DS)∗SP net and its coarse net are proved in the
next theorem. They lead to an interesting result: it is equivalent that the coarse net
is de4ned or that the net is qr-SL&SB. Moreover, the system will be SL&SB iB the
coarse net is consistent, that is, iB the coarse net has good structural properties itself
(consistency is the property that summarizes the “good structure” of CF nets, since
conservativeness, or SL&SB, can be deduced from it and strong connectedness [14]).
Theorem 28 (The coarse net). Let N be a (DS)∗SP net. The coarse net of N is
de1ned i7 N is qr-SL&SB. Moreover, it is consistent i7 N is SL&SB.
Proof. By induction on the levels of N. If levels(N)= 0, the coarse net is trivially
de4ned. Every strongly connected SM is SL&SB, therefore it is conservative, and so
is the coarse net. Moreover, rank(CC)6 rank (C)= |SEQS| − 1= |TC | − 1, therefore it
is also consistent (Lemma 25).
Let levels(N)= k + 1. The 4rst part is immediate by induction hypothesis (the
modules are SL&SB, thus the coarse net of each module is consistent). For the second
part, if N is SL&SB, it is conservative and rank (C)= |SEQS| − 1. Hence, the coarse
net is conservative. De4ne
C˜C =
(
diag{C1; : : : ;Cn} 0
CB CC
)
:
Since the last columns of C˜C are obtained by linearly combining the columns of C,
rank (C)= rank (C˜C)¿
∑n
i= 1 rank (Ci)+ rank (CC)¿
∑n
i= 1 (|SEQSi|−1)+ rank (CC)
= |SEQS| − n + rank (CC). Thus, rank (CC)6n − 1, and consistency is deduced
(Lemma 25).
Assume now that the coarse net is consistent. A vector xC ∈|TC |+ exists such that
CC · xC = 0 (Lemma 25). Then, for any positive valuation v, x(v)=K(v) · xC(v) is
a T-semi<ow of N with ‖x(v)‖=T , i.e., N is consistent. We will prove that using
diBerent valuations |T | − |SEQS| + 1 linearly independent annullers can be obtained
(i.e., rank (C)6|SEQS| − 1) and thus, applying Theorem 20, N will be SL&SB.
The 4rst annuller is de4ned by setting all the variables to one. Then, de4ne |T | −
|SEQS| + 1 vectors by taking all the transitions but (an arbitrary) one of each non-
trivial EQ set and changing the value of its associated variable to two, one at a time
(i.e., each time all the variables but one are equal to one). It can be checked, using
the structure of the K matrix, that these valuations generate |T | − |SEQS|+ 1 linearly
independent vectors.
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Although it may not seem so at 4rst sight, the coarse net is strongly related to
EQ-allocations. In an EQ-allocation all the transitions in each EQ set but one have a
4ring rate of zero, while in the coarse net they are given symbolic rates that can take
any positive value. In other words, the coarse net symbolically represents the (DS)∗SP
net inside the region de4ned by the positive values of the rates and the EQ-allocations
represent it in the extreme points. The closeness of both concepts is underlined by the
relationship between their properties, it is equivalent that:
• A (DS)∗SP net N is strongly connected and EQ-allocatable.
• The coarse net of N is consistent.
This adds one more property to the set of equivalences of Theorems 17 and 20.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the class of (DS)∗SP, which for interleaving semantics
(in which liveness and boundedness are de4ned) generalizes EQ and DSSP.
We have proven several results that make clear the strong relationship that exists
in (DS)∗SP between some structural properties and its behavior. Although they have
been stated separately so that the proofs were easier, they can in fact be summarized
as a set of equivalences. This set of equivalences shows, from diBerent perspectives,
important properties of these systems, and allows a better understanding of the kind of
behavior they can exhibit.
Let N be a (DS)∗SP net. Putting together Theorems 17, 20 and 28, the following
statements are equivalent:
• A marking m0 exists such that 〈N;m0〉 is live and bounded.
• N is str. live and str. bounded.
• N is r-str. live and r-str. bounded.
• N is strongly connected, consistent and rank (C)= |SEQS| − 1.
• N is strongly connected and EQ-allocatable.
• The coarse net is consistent (thus it is de4ned).
Besides a polynomial time characterization for the existence of a marking that makes
the system L&B , this result provides other important information about (DS)∗SP. It
proves for instance that
• A non-str. bounded (DS)∗SP cannot be L&B marked.
• A (DS)∗SP cannot be L&B marked unless all its modules at every level can.
Allocatability, the possibility of an in4nite behavior for any static solution of con<icts,
is in general just necessary for L&B. However, it is also su?cient for this class,
generalizing the property of EQ nets. The coarse net, on the other hand, gives an
abstract view of the system, in which modules are replaced by transitions, the symbolic
relative rate of each solution of a con<ict re<ected in the arcs weights. The coarse
net cannot be de4ned unless all the modules are str. live and str. bounded. Moreover,
the entire net can be lively and boundedly marked iB for every possible values of
the rates the coarse net can be lively and boundedly marked (consistency and strong
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connectedness characterize the possibility of being lively and boundedly marked for
CF nets [14]).
The extension from EQ and DSSP classes of the rank-based characterization of the
existence of a L&B marking, allows to get a better insight into which characteristics of
these classes are essential for the result. For instance, it shows that it is not necessary
that the only eBective con<icts are EQ, as happens in EQ systems or DSSP. Moreover,
the complexity of the proofs is not signi4cantly increased if they are done for (DS)∗SP
instead of DSSP: A two levels proof is transformed into a recursive proof. Even more,
the necessary allocatability condition, is more easily proved in the more general setting
of (DS)∗SP than in the apparently simpler case of DSSP.
Other results of EQ and DSSP have also been extended to (DS)∗SP:
• The realizability of minimal T-semi<ows in L&B systems (Theorem 21).
• The equivalence of liveness and deadlock-freeness (Theorem 18).
• For bounded and strongly connected (DS)∗SP local and global fairness are equivalent
[7].
However, a prize has to be paid by the increase in the modeling power (essentially
some patterns of competition), and some properties of DSSP or EQ systems are lost
in (DS)∗SP. For instance, liveness monotonicity w.r.t. the marking, which holds for
free choice or EQ nets [15], is replaced by liveness monotonicity w.r.t. the marking of
the buBers in DSSP [8], and is completely lost in (DS)∗SP. The introduction of some
form of competition also leads to the appearance of spurious deadlocks, which do not
exist in DSSP. Unfortunately, this prevents the extension to (DS)∗SP of a method used
in DSSP to analyze liveness in bounded systems by proving absence of solutions to a
system of inequalities in the integer domain [8].
It is still an open question whether the property of DSSP that live and bounded
systems have home states, holds or not for (DS)∗SP, since the proof in [8] cannot
be extended in a straightforward way and for the moment no alternative proof=counter
example has been found.
Appendix
Proof of Lemma 10. First we will prove that the algorithm stops in a 4nite number
of steps. It will be done by induction on the levels of N.
Let levels(N)= 0 and assume EQS(T j) = T . N is strongly connected, therefore a
transition t exists such that t ∈EQS(T j) and (t•)•∩EQS(T j) = ∅. But in a SM all the
con<icts are equal, so (t•)• ∩ T j = ∅, and t can be added to T j. Since the number of
transitions is 4nite, the algorithm stops.
Assume the algorithm stops if levels(N)6k and let levels(N)= k + 1. First step
consists on applying the algorithm to those modules that have a transition in T 0, what
clearly stops in a 4nite amount of time by induction hypothesis. This returns a covering
of the EQ sets in those modules, T j, j=1. Since N is strongly connected, if not all
the EQ sets have been visited yet (EQS(T j) = T ), a module exists such that none of
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its transitions is in T j and one of its transitions, t, veri4es that (t•)• ∩ EQS(T j) = ∅.
Moreover, taking into account that buBers do not aBect to the EQ sets of the modules,
(t•)•∩T j = ∅. Applying the algorithm we will add to T j a covering of the EQ sets of
the module t belongs to. Since the number of modules is 4nite, the algorithm stops.
Part (1) is clear since the algorithm never selects two transitions in EQ-relation.
For Part (2), assume a T-semi<ow x exists such that ‖x‖⊆T ′ and ‖x‖ ∩ T 0 = ∅,
and let j be the minimal index such that ‖x‖ ∩ T j = ∅. The proof will be done by
induction on the levels of N.
If levels(N)= 0, and T j =T j−1 ∪ {t}, then t ∈‖x‖. Hence, applying
Proposition 1.1, (t•)• ∩ ‖x‖ = ∅ and therefore, at least a transition of T j−1 is in
the support of x, contradiction.
Let levels(N)= k + 1. If j=1, a module Ni exists such that x[Ti] is a non-null
T-semi<ow and T 0∩Ti = ∅ (remember that T 1 =
⋃
{i:Ti∩T 0 	=∅} T
′
i ). Hence, by induction
hypothesis ‖x[Ti]‖ ∩ T 0 = ∅, contradiction. If j¿1, let T j =T j−1 ∪ T ′I(t). Then x[TI(t)]
is a T-semi<ow of NI(t) with its support contained in T ′I(t). Applying the induction
hypothesis, t is in the support of x. Hence, for every p∈ t•; p•∩‖x‖ = ∅ (Proposition
1.1). Taking into account the way t has been selected, and the output private hypothesis
on the buBers, ‖x‖ ∩ T j−1 = ∅, contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 16. If levels(N)= 0 see Proposition 8. Assume it holds if levels(N)
= k and let levels(N)= k+1. The proof will be done in two steps. First we will prove
that the modules are consistent and ful4ll the rank inequality and hence, by induction
hypothesis, are conservative. Then, we will use the 1-constrained subnets to see that
the buBers are also covered by P-semi<ows.
To prove the 4rst part we need a previous result: that the rank of the token-<ow
matrix of a strongly connected and consistent (DS)∗SP net is |SEQS| − 1 at least and
that the only way the equality can hold is when it is r-ful4lled. Hence, applying the
hypothesis we can deduce that the equality is r-ful4lled and, by induction hypothesis,
the modules are conservative. This will be done by induction on the number of levels
of N. If levels(N)= 0 see Proposition 8. Otherwise, let x be a T-semi<ow of N
with ‖x‖=T and de4ne a net Nx = 〈Px; Tx;Prex;Postx〉 obtained by reducing each
module of N to a transition as follows:
• Px =B,
• Tx = {t1; : : : ; tn},
• Prex =Pre[B; T ] ·Kx,
• Postx =Post[B; T ] ·Kx
with Kx =diag{x[T1]; : : : ; x[Tn]}.
By the “output private” hypothesis on the buBers,Nx is CF. Moreover, it is strongly
connected and consistent (vector 1 is a right annuller of Cx), hence rank(Cx)= n− 1
[14]. De4ne
C˜x =
(
diag{C1; : : : ;Cn} 0
CB Cx
)
: (6)
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Since the last columns of C˜x are obtained by linearly combining the columns of C,
rank(C)= rank(C˜x)¿
∑n
i=1 rank(Ci) + rank(Cx)¿
∑n
i=1 rank(Ci) + n − 1. Therefore,
by induction hypothesis rank(C)¿
∑n
i=1(|SEQSi| − 1) + n − 1= |SEQS| − 1, and it
cannot be an equality unless its modules ful4ll it too.
For the buBers’ part, let N′= 〈P′1 ∪ · · · ∪ P′n′ ∪ B′; T ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ T ′n′ ;Pre′;Post′〉 be a
1-constrained subnet ofN andN′x the P-subnet ofNx B
′ de4nes, i.e., the “aggregated”
CF net of N′. First, we need to prove that rank(C′)6|SEQS′|−1. Assume contrary.
Then, rank(C˜x
′
)¿|SEQS′|−1, with C˜x
′
de4ned as in (6). Since for every module,
N′i , rank(C
′
i)= |SEQS′i |−1, we can build a basis of row vectors of C˜x
′
by taking
|SEQS′i |−1 rows from each N′i and at least n′ vectors from the buBers’ part. N′x is
a strongly connected and consistent CF net, therefore just n′−1 of these vectors will
be linearly independent when restricted to its transitions [14]. Complete this basis to a
basis of C˜x, by adding |SEQSi|−1 linearly independent vectors for any other module,
Ni, and at most n−n′−1 rows from the buBers’ part. Then, the restriction of this basis
to the transitions in Cx will have at most n−2 linearly independent vectors. But, since
rank(Cx)= n−1, this cannot be a basis of C˜x, contradiction.
Then a P-<ow of N′; y, must exist such that y[B′] = 0, otherwise rank(C′)=∑n′
i=1 rank(C
′
i) + rank(C
′
B)=
∑n′
i=1 (|SEQS′i |−1) + n′= |SEQS′|. Moreover, N′x is a
strongly connected and consistent CF and JF net. Hence, it is conservative and the
support of its unique minimal P-semi<ow covers all its places [14].
Therefore, since
0= y ·C′ ·K′= y ·
(
0
C′x
)
=
(
0
y[B′] ·C′x
)
;
y[B′] is a multiple of this unique minimal P-semi<ow. We can assume w.l.o.g. that
y[B′]¿0 and so, since the modules are conservative, and the buBers are covered by a
positive annuller, we are done.
Proof of Lemma 19. We de4ne an initial marking m0 and later we prove that 〈N;m0〉
is live.
Let {x1; : : : ; xm} be the set of minimal T-semi<ows ofN. For every 16l6m, xl[Ti]
is multiple of a minimal T-semi<ow ofNi (Proposition 11.3), so xl[Ti]=
∑mi
j=1 *
l
i; j · xi; j,
where {xi;1; : : : ; xi;mi} is the set of minimal T-semi<ows of Ni and *li; j ∈N (every
*li; j =0 but one). Let +(i; j) be the maximum number of times xi; j appears in the
T-semi<ows of N, +i; j = max16l6m {*li; j}.
For every b∈B de4ne the number of tokens taken from b when xdest(b); j is 4red:
k(b; j)=Pre[b; Tdest(b)] · xdest(b); j¿−C[b; Tdest(b)] · xdest(b); j : (7)
For every Ni, i ∈N exists such that for every 4ring sequence i, its 4ring count
vector i =
∑mi
j=1 i; j · xi; j + i;0, with i; j ∈N and i;06i · 1 (Proposition 2). De4ne
m0[b] =
mdest(b)∑
j=1
+dest(b); j · k(b; j) + dest(b) ·Pre[b; Tdest(b)] · 1;
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that is, enough tokens to enable at once any minimal T-semi<ow involving transitions
of Tdest(b).
Assume (N;m0) is not live. Then it can reach a deadlock marking md 4ring some
sequence  (Theorem 18). We can write =
∑m
l=1 *l · xl + rest, where *l ∈N and
restxl for every 16l6m. Then, for every b∈B:
md[b]−m0[b] =C[b; T ] · ¿C[b; Tdest(b)] · rest[Tdest(b)] (8)
because if t ∈Tdest(b) then Pre[b; t] = 0, so C[b; t]¿0. Fix an SM, Ni. Clearly,
rest[Ti] =
mi∑
j=1
*i; j · xi; j + i; rest (9)
for some *i; j∈N and i; restxi; j for every 16j6mi.
Moreover,
i; rest6i · 1: (10)
Let b∈B∩ •Ti.
md[b]
(8)
¿ m0[b] + C[b; Ti] · rest[Ti]
(9)
= m0[b] +
mi∑
j=1
*i; j ·C[b; Ti] · xi; j + C[b; Ti] · i; rest
(7)
¿ m0[b]−
mi∑
j=1
*i; j · k(b; j)− Pre[b; Ti] · i; rest
(10)
¿ m0[b]−
mi∑
j=1
*i; j · k(b; j)−i ·Pre[b; Ti] · 1
=
mi∑
j=1
(+i; j−*i; j) · k(b; j);
by de4nition of m0.
If +i; j¿*i; j for every 16j6mi, then md[b]¿
∑mi
j=1 k(b; j) for every b∈B∩ •Ti, so
the buBers would have enough tokens to 4re every T-semi<ow in Ni. In such case md
could not be a deadlock, against the hypothesis. Therefore, there exists 16J (i)6mi,
with +i; J (i)6*i; J (i). We can repeat this for every Ni. By Proposition 11.1, there exists
x=
∑n
i=1 -i · [xi; J (i) T-semi<ow of N, which can be assumed to be minimal, where
[xi; J (i)[Ti] = xi; J (i) and [xi; J (i)[T−Ti] = 0. By the way +i; j was de4ned, -i6+i; J (i), so
*i; J (i)¿-i. Then,
rest
(9)
¿
n∑
i=1
*i; J (i) · [xi; J (i)¿
n∑
i=1
-i · [xi; J (i) = x;
contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 25. For Part (1), assume x∈|T |+ exists such that C · x= 0. Then,
for every positive valuation, v,N(v) is a strongly connected and consistent CF P=T net
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and rank(C(v))= |T |−1 [14]. Therefore, rank(C)= |T |−1 and the annuller is unique
up to multiples.
Assume now that N is consistent. Then for every positive valuation, v, N(v) is
a strongly connected and consistent CF P=T net, therefore rank(C(v))= |T |−1 and
C(v) has a unique minimal T-semi<ow [14]. Hence, rank(C)= |T |−1. Let x be a right
annuller of C with components relatively prime. For any positive valuation, v, x(v)
is a multiple of the minimal T-semi<ow of N(v), except perhaps some valuations
for which it could be 0. We can assume w.l.o.g. that a valuation v0 exists such that
x(v0)¿0. If v exists such that x(v)¿0, using that polynomials are continuous functions
and that the components of x are relatively prime, another positive valuation v′ can be
built such that ‖x(v′)‖ =T and x(v′) = 0, contradiction.
Part (2) can be easily deduced from the equivalent result for P=T nets [14].
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